Trading since 1923, we consistently provide the highest standards and quality of services, with full commitment to our customers’ needs.

Based on a tradition of more than 90 years of professional moves and sensitive transportation handling throughout the world, we offer the very best of service and know-how available today.

Orphee Beinoglou Group is the leading freight forwarder and logistics provider in Greece with subsidiaries in the Balkan States and the Eastern Mediterranean region.

Using our worldwide networks and their capabilities, the aim of Orphee Beinoglou is to benefit and support everyone who does business with us.
OUR SERVICES

• Logistics
• Freight Forwarding
• Household Goods Removals
• Office Removals
• Relocation Services
• Fairs & Exhibition
• Fine Art
• Storage
• Special Transport
• International Courier
Exhibition material & Stand-building material.

Orphee Beinoglou group is specified to transfer exhibition goods worldwide.
Logistics Services For Fairs & Events

- Crating
- Pick up & Delivery
- Labour
- Handling of empties
- Positioning
- On site lifting
Crating service is available for any size & variety of goods.
Pick up & Delivery

Worldwide pick up & delivery to the stand.
Our crew’s have the experience and know-how to handle and deliver difficult access.
Handling of empties

Storage of empty cases and re-delivery to the exhibitors
Positioning of heavy material according to client’s instructions. A small change of detail may have a great impact in the outcome of the exhibition.
On site lifting with forklift, cherry picker, scissor lift, cranes all provided by OB. We select our equipment, with the best technology.
Recent exhibitions

THE BIG 5
DUBAI 26-29/11/2017
Exhibitors served

46
By Sea Freight
Recent exhibitions

SUMMER FANCY FOOD SHOW
NEW YORK 30/06 - 02/07 /2018

Exhibitors served
67

By Air freight
Recent exhibitions

NORDIC ORGANIC FOOD FAIR
MALMO SWEDEN  14-15/11/2018

Exhibitors served
55

By Road freight
Recent exhibitions

Foodex – Japan
Tokyo

Project Iran

PLMA’s World of private label
Amsterdam
Recent exhibitions

ESCRS
Athens

MITT
Moscow

LG innofest
Iraklio
Other services

- Door to door insurance coverage.
- Customs clearance
Certificates

- EU Customs Simplification, Security & Safety
  - AEOF
- Base QMS
  - ISO 9001
- Environmental
  - ISO 14001
- Health & Safety
  - OHSAS 18001
- Warehouse Security
  - TAPA FSR
The team

Kostas Fabridis
Manager
kfabridis@beinoglou.gr

Dimitris Kostas
Project manager
dcostas@beinoglou.gr

Alexandros Mavrogenakis
Operations
amavrogenakis@beinoglou.gr

Kostas Kolovos
Operations
kkolovos@beinoglou.gr

Lefteris Iriotis
Warehouse manager
liriotis@beinoglou.gr

Popi Fabridou
Operations
pfabridou@beinoglou.gr